Herter Simmentals
Paint Em Black
3RD ANNUAL BULL & FEMALE SALE

SALE RESULTS

32 BULLS AVERAGED $6,086
10 OPEN HEIFERS AVERAGED $1,663

WEDNESDAY MARCH 21, 2018 :: 1PM
COWTOWN LIVESTOCK :: MAPLE CREEK, SK
SALE INFORMATION

SALE DAY PHONES
Scott Bohrson 403-370-3010
Taylor Richards 306-821-4169
Matt Criddle 306-539-6934
Travis Herter 306-330-9137
Jaret Girodat 306-297-7517

SALE DAY STAFF
Auctioneer: Donnie Peacock 306-662-8288
Ringmen: Tyler Cronkhite 306-661-8786
Darwin Mason 306-662-8218

SALE DAY REPRESENTATIVES:
Simmental Country
Ryan Cook 780-818-3452

INSURANCE
Blythman Agencies Ltd. 306-662-2604

ACCOMMODATIONS
Willowbend Motel 306-662-2555
Cobble Creek Lodge 306-662-5100

SPONSORS
Cowtown Livestock Exchange Inc. 306-662-2648
B&A Petroleum Ltd. 306-662-2262
Millennium Genetics Ltd. 403-329-0777
Co-op Feeds 306-721-0481
Faydon Cattle Equipment 306-774-8777

CATALOGUE INFO
EPD’s are current and up-to-date as of publication date. Information in this document is believed to be accurate but any updates from the auction block will take preference. All information has been supplied by the seller.

DELIVERY
Free delivery up to 300 km from sellers yard. Additional mileage at cost.

BREEDER GUARANTEE
We guarantee our bulls to be sound, fertile and reproductive in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Canadian Simmental Association for the first breeding season. Claims must be made by September 1st of year of purchase. If a problem occurs, please contact Herter/Townview immediately and he will provide a suitable replacement, if available, or a sale credit. This guarantee does not cover death, injury or mismanagement. Our goal is to have you satisfied with your Herter/Townview bull. We have top quality spare bulls available. If a bull should fail to pass semen test, a suitable bull of equal quality will be offered for replacement or a credit will be issued. We will make sure you are covered.

WINTER DEVELOPMENT
All bulls going back to Herter Simmentals or Townview Farms must be insured. We would prefer to winter the bulls for the buyers and we will supply that at no additional cost. This will allow us to properly develop them on the same ration with longevity in mind to benefit you the customer.

HOMOZYGOUS TESTING
Many bulls have been Homozygous Polled & Homozygous Black tested. Results will be done prior to sale.

SIGHT UNSEEN
We would love to have you with us; however we do understand how busy things can get around the ranch. Our sight unseen program is simple. Call Herter/Townview in advance and we will discuss your needs, cowherd, goals, budget and which bull or bulls will work best for you.

ACCIDENTS
Although every precaution will be taken, neither sales management nor Herter Simmentals / Townview Farms assume any responsibility in this matter and disclaims any liability, legal or otherwise in the event of accident or loss of property.

SEMENT TESTING/EVALUATION:
All bulls in sale are palpitated and measured by our vet. Due to the age of our bulls (most being around 12 months old) at sale time we will take bulls home and test at a later date in warmer weather and deliver at customer convenience.

Join us for lunch at noon
Welcome cattleman to the 3rd Annual Paint Em’ Black Bull Sale. This sale is held in the heart of cattle country in Saskatchewan at the south western corner of the province. The picturesque rolling hills and wide open space is ideal cattle country and the black cattle are dominant within that area. With a large percentage of Angus based females that are seeking a performance based breed to be mated with and optimize on heterosis; black Simmental bulls are the obvious answer.

The 35 black Simmental bulls on offer from these 2 progressive programs represent many years of selective breeding. Herter Simmentals established their program in 1979 and have targeted their growth to supply the most discriminating cattleman with the best genetics possible. Even though they have been in the Simmental circles for 38 years, I have often referred to them as having a herd that is a “diamond in the rough”. They have a high percentage of repeat customers and that is because of their customer service and the great herd that backs their sale bulls each year. The Herter cow herd is truly an impressive group of cows that we have a lot of respect for as they are selected for foot quality, udder strength, maternal traits, longevity and overall production. As we rated many bulls high on our regular visits throughout the year, after seeing their dams it only solidifies our confidence in the future impact they will have for the successful buyers. If you are ever in the Golden Prairie area, we encourage you to stop in and see this impressive cow herd.

Townview Farms run a successful commercial program with a select group of purebred females to target their customers needs. The Girodat family has built a strong program in a short time frame that is based around ease of calving, maternal strength and above average production value. You will quickly notice that many of these bulls rank in the top 1% of the Simmental breed for calving ease while still maintaining strong performance data. The strong females that represent this offering are a no-nonsense cow that work for the Girodat’s and no second chances are given; you can be assured the bulls have a productive female behind them.

On offer this year will also be a groups of commercial replacement heifers consigned by a reputable black Simmental influenced breeder, Dustin & Twila Hawkins. With majority of the offering being homozygous black, the Paint Em’ Black bulls will ensure you a black hide and consistency will remain high in your steer pen when they are cashed in on. The bulls on offer came from two very well respected families and they stand behind their product 100%. If ourselves at Bohrson Marketing Services can be of any assistance, feel free to contact us at any time and we will represent your buying needs in a professional and confidential manner. We encourage you to make it to Maple Creek, SK on Wednesday, March 21 to take in some first class hospitality and a great set of bulls!

BUYERS DRAW
1 Round Bale Feeder built and donated by Faydon Cattle Equipment by Donnie Keenlyside, Hazlet SK. Buyers name will be entered for each lot purchased at sale and draw to be made immediately following sale.
REFERENCE SIRES

TSZ Columbo 923C  
TSZ Full Merit 637Z  
JF Back In Black 406B

RF Captain Black 430B  
LAZYCREEK Moonshine 75A  
TSZ Presto 847B

TVF Advance 50A  
MRL Prowler 165B  
NCB Cobra 47Y

EPD EXPLANATION

API$ and TI$ EPD Indexes
The API$ and TI$ EPD indexes were designed with the aim of simplifying and improving the genetic selection process. These genetic indexes combine relevant EPDs along with economic factors into numbers that make sense. EPDs such as calving ease, growth, carcass traits, etc are weighted along with economic data provided by Cattle-Fax such as the cost of feed, choice- select spread, etc. The product of these complex calculations gives us a real world method to compare the merits of different animals. The API and TI indexes calculate the estimated differences between bulls in det dollars returned per cow exposed for two different herd scenarios as described below.

All-Purpose Index (API): Evaluates sires for use on the entire cow herd (bred to both Angus first-calf heifers and mature cows) with the portion of their daughters required to maintain herd size retained and the remaining heifers and steers put on feed and sold grade and yield.

Terminal Index (TI): Evaluates sire for use on mature Angus cows with all offspring put on feed and sold grade and yield. Consequently, maternal traits such as milk, stayability, and maternal calving ease are not considered in the index.
Welcome to Herter Simmentals 3rd Annual “Paint ‘Em Black Bull & Female Sale”. We would like to thank everyone who has supported our program. Your patronage is greatly appreciated.

Like many others we were in a severe drought this spring & summer seeing very little precipitation and extreme heat. However, the cattle performed well and held condition throughout the summer and into the fall. In years past we have weaned early under similar conditions and had favourable results and so the decision was made to wean in the beginning of September. The calves were weaned and started off on free choice hay, pellets and minerals with Rumension and then added brown oats as they grew. We feel they are presented the way we like to buy them and fed in a way to maximize fertility and longevity.

This year’s group is as strong as we have ever offered. They are moderate, functional and complete. They consist of Purebred Simmentals & SimAngus percentage bulls by some of today’s popular sires and our walking herd bulls. We put much emphasis on the do-ability of these bulls. The bulls must calve easy, calves must get up and go and wean heavy to help make an impact for their new owners. We cull hard for temperaments and their momma cows must tow the line and do it on hay. The cow herd is managed the same as we have in the past with our commercial herd and is a true representation of a working man’s herd as you will find. We have focused on strong maternal values, calving ease, and strong performance. We can assure you our weaning and growth rates will meet your demands in the commercial sector.

The Girodats of Townview Farms are consigning a great set of bulls and we look forward to working with them again.

Scott Bohrson and his team will be managing the sale and have viewed the bulls prior to sale and can assist you with any questions you may have. If you are unable to attend but want representation, we strongly encourage you to contact Scott, Taylor, or Matt to assist you with your bidding. They are very knowledgeable, experienced and can facilitate your needs in a professional manor. Donnie Peacock and Tyler Cronkhite will have been through the pens as well and are a good source of knowledge to aid the Bohrson crew.

Once again there will be groups of SimAngus open heifers from Dustin & Twila Hawkins & family of Kincaid, SK. They are well known throughout the Southwest and have been using black Simmwarts for many years. These heifers are cut right off the very top and are going to make some outstanding front end pasture cows. Their consignment and contact info is near the back of catalogue and we encourage you to contact them with any questions you may have.

The bulls on offer will be polled/color coat tested, vet checked and measured. We will take bulls home after sale and semen test at a later date. We feel due to the majority of bulls being 12-12.5 months old at sale time is unfair as they are just about to hit their stride. Biggest growth in maturity and testicle development is yet to come.

Please join us Wednesday March 21, 2018 at Cowtown Livestock, Maple Creek, Saskatchewan for a 12:00 p.m. lunch and with the sale to follow at 1:00 p.m. See you there.
$7,750
BOSCH RANCH

3/4 SimAngus
- Smooth made, soft sided composite with lots of performance
- Out of a real good Focus cow
- Calving ease, performance and longevity built in
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

TSZ Ecco 244E BLACK/POLLED
1208893 // HTW 244E // MAR 10, 2017 // BW-91 // WW-893

20% 10% 45% 4% 10% 30%

RANK % EPD CE BW REA MCE MWW MILK API TI
66.38

WHEATLAND HIGH OCTANE169Y
S: TSZ COLUMBO 923C
D: TSZ ECLIPSE 502Y
TSZ HOLLI 607Z
TSZ ECLIPSE 312W

- Small bwt calving ease option with good hair and eye appeal
- Moderate framed with good growth and nice temperament
- Good useable genetics
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

OUT OF SALE

HRTR Farley 253E BLACK/POLLED
1208913 // HRTR 253E // MAR 14, 2017 // BW-85 // WW-774

10% 20% 35% 50% 20% 60%

RANK % EPD CE BW REA MCE MWW MILK API TI
61.88

WHEATLAND HIGH OCTANE169Y
S: TSZ COLUMBO 923C
D: TSZ ECLIPSE 502Y
TSZ HOLLI 607Z
TSZ ECLIPSE 312W

- Easy doing Presto son who catches your eye in the pen
- Top of the breed calving and maternal values with good performance
- Little younger bull here but he can hold his own. Check him out!
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

$4,500
B7 FARMS

HRTR Macklin 266E BLACK/POLLED
1208916 // HRTR 266E // MAR 22, 2017 // BW-89 // WW-772

4% 4% 15% 20% 25% 25%

RANK % EPD CE BW MCE MWW MILK API TI
66.88

IPU RED SPECIALIST 70T
S: TSZ PRESTO 847B
D: TSZ ODESSA 514Y
MAJESTIC MISS CANDACE 47Z
TSZ ODYSSEY 315W
TSZ SUNSET 18R

- B7 Farms
- Out of Sale
- Bosch Ranch
This end of March meat machine may be one of the coolest calves to sell this spring. Complete in his makeup, silky smooth, stout made with a temperament second to none. Small bwt with a fresh pedigree with some of our best females on both sides of the pedigree. He's got that “lock n' load” look and we feel he will work on mature heifers and make some tremendous calves. Homo Polled/Hetero Blk by parentage. Retaining 1/3 semen interest.

$9,000
CROSSROAD FARMS

**5**

**TSZ Hot Spot 263E**
**Black/Polled**

- Frontline is stylish and masculine with an excellent temperament and good feet
- Sired by the tried and true muscle and power sire TNT Tanker and mother by the flush mate to our senior herd sire Merrit
- Nice EPDs and a strong performer with an actual weaning weight of 820lbs., Sept. 1/17
- Homo Black/Homo Polled by parentage

$7,000
DUSTIN HAWKINS

**6**

**TSZ Frontline 216E**
**Black/Polled**

- Frontline is stylish and masculine with an excellent temperament and good feet
- Sired by the tried and true muscle and power sire TNT Tanker and mother by the flush mate to our senior herd sire Merrit
- Nice EPDs and a strong performer with an actual weaning weight of 820lbs., Sept. 1/17
- Homo Black/Homo Polled by parentage
**$7,000**

**Jangula Farms**

- High growth son from our calving ease specialist TSZ Presto 847B
- Smooth made, lots of length and growth out of a powerful Iron Man cow who has done well for us through the years
- Nice balanced EPD profile
- Bo will calve well on cows and give you length and frame
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

**TSZ Bo 256E**  
**BLACK/POLLED**

12089D5 // HRTR 256E // MAR 18, 2017 // BW-95 // WW-913

---

**$6,000**

**Sean Checkley**

- Stylish, hairy, big middled Back In Black son
- Dam is perhaps our prettiest made cow who has raised high selling sons for us in past sales going to E&D Ranch and Sean Checkley
- Gonna make some real nice calves!
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

**TSZ Back In Black 206E**  
**BLACK/POLLED**

1207219 // HTW 206E // FEB 18, 2017 // BW-84 // WW-713

---

**$4,500**

**Matt Rumohr**

- ¾% SimAngus bull
- Small bwt, solid growth, easy doing and great temperament
- Dam is a big volumed Focus cow who always brings in a good calf
- Good functional genetics
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

**TSZ Eclipse 235E**  
**BLACK/POLLED**

1208877 // HTW 235E // MAR 4, 2017 // BW-74 // WW-719

---

**Jangula Farms**

- $7,000
- **Jangula Farms**

- $6,000
- **Sean Checkley**

- $4,500
- **Matt Rumohr**

---

**TSZ Bo 256E**  
**BLACK/POLLED**

12089D5 // HRTR 256E // MAR 18, 2017 // BW-95 // WW-913

---

**TSZ Back In Black 206E**  
**BLACK/POLLED**

1207219 // HTW 206E // FEB 18, 2017 // BW-84 // WW-713

---

**TSZ Eclipse 235E**  
**BLACK/POLLED**

1208877 // HTW 235E // MAR 4, 2017 // BW-74 // WW-719
$4,000
DALE WEISS

10
TSZ Acclaim 212E  BLACK/POLLED
1207225  //  HRTR 212E  //  FEB 22, 2017  //  BW-87  //  WW-780

STF ROYAL AFFAIR Z44M
S:  JF BACK IN BLACK 406B
ZEIS PCGF PERFECTION

TSZ APOLLO 508Y
D:  HRTR ANNABEL 830B
TSZ OLIVIANNE 538Y

- Moderate framed, explosive rib and hip shape
- Clean franted, with club calf type hair
- Intriguing bull loaded with style backed with some of the breeds best cow makers
- If you are looking for a bull to make show steers or heifers this may be your bull!
- Homo Polled/Coat color tests pending

$8,750
OVER UNDER CATTLE

11
TSZ Connection 220E  BLACK/POLLED

SYDGEN C C & 7
S:  HOOVER DAM
ERICA OF ELLSTON C124

TSZ APOLLO 508Y
D:  HRTR 959C
HRTR MYSTIQUE 530Y

- 1/2 SimAngus
- This guy might be the best SimAngus bull we’ve raised to date and one of our top bulls to sell in terms of performance, style and functionality
- Unassisted from a first calf Apollo heifer with Adj weaning weight of 918 lbs. (790 lbs., Sept. 1/17, no creep). A true sire in the making
- He is large testicled, moves out well and has an excellent temperament
- Equally impressive on paper with a nice EPD profile and generations of top cows on both sides of pedigree
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending
Small bwt Hoosier son with a lot going for him
- Good haired, exceptionally long, smooth shouldered
- 2 year old dam did a really good job raising this guy and is backed by one of our best cow families
- High calving, maternal and carcass values
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

**$6,500**

**DOUBLE H LAND & CATTLE**

- A smooth made, attractive, deep bodied, Absolute son with good testicle development
- Beautiful uddered, soft sided Merrit 2 year old daughter did a whale of a job raising this guy
- Small birth weight, strong performance and good maternal pedigree
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

$8,750

**NICK RAMPTON**

- We’ve been very impressed with our Columbo progeny. He calved well and added a lot of depth, hair and dimension to his calves with excellent temperaments and lots of testicle
- Western Star is a bull we really like.
- Easy doing, deep and stout. He’s gonna be good!
- Homo Polled/Color coat tests pending
$6,500
RILEY STRAUB

15
TSZ Sure Bet 240E BLACK/POLLED
1208889 // HRTR 240E // MAR 9, 2017 // BW-87 // WW-

- This bulls dam is the oldest cow on the place and still has some of the best feet with exceptional udder quality
- He will calve great and should produce some excellent replacement females
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

RANK % EPD
CE 13.4
BW -1.6
WW 45
YW 61
MCE 7
MWW 44.5
MILK 22
API 120.67
TI 58.7

S: TSZ COLUMBO 923C
D: HRTR MAXIM 17P-14S
WHEATLAND HIGH OCTANE169Y
TSZ HOLLI 607Z
SS GOLD MINE L42
HRTR MAXIM 17P

$6,250
DUSTIN HAWKINS

16
TSZ Diplomat 248E BLACK/POLLED
1208889 // HTW 248E // MAR 13, 2017 // BW-93 // WW-780

- Stout made, easy doing Columbo son with a great temperament
- Free moving bull with good feet and nice hair coat
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

RANK % EPD
CE 9.4
BW 1.5
WW 56.9
YW 83.3
MCE 6.4
MWW 47.2
MILK 10.7
API 114.2
TI 61.13

S: TSZ COLUMBO 923C
D: TSZ MARISA 851B
WHEATLAND HIGH OCTANE169Y
TSZ HOLLI 607Z
TSZ FULL MERRIT 637Z
TSZ PITCH BLACK 434X

$4,500
DUSTIN HAWKINS

17
TSZ Merrick 255E BLACK/POLLED

- Moderate framed Merrit son that is soggy made with a nice look
- His dam was a high selling lot we purchased from Erixons at Agribition a few years back and has developed into a powerful cow
- Strong cow families on both sides of his pedigree and should make some excellent females
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

RANK % EPD
CE 9.5
BW 0.8
WW 60.4
YW 89.4
MCE 8.3
MWW 49.9
MILK 19.7
API 116.92
TI 63.22

S: TSZ FULL MERRIT 637Z
D: ERIXON LADY 101B
HTP SVF IN DEW TIME
TSZ SHEZA BEAUTY 7N
HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
EDN NIKA 37N

$6,500
RILEY STRAUB

$6,250
DUSTIN HAWKINS

$4,500
DUSTIN HAWKINS
- Moderate, stout and stylish best describes this bull
- Out of a fancy MRL Outlaw daughter who raised a good temptation son going to Mark Dean a few years back
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

**TSZ Nelson 265E** BLACK/POLLED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MWW</th>
<th>MILK</th>
<th>API</th>
<th>TI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>138.88</td>
<td>67.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- RANK
- % EPD 1% 2% 3% 5% 10% 20% 30% 45% 50%

**LITTLE VALLEY FARMS**

- $7,000
- Nice profile to this guy with a lot of depth and rib
- Good structure and moves out well. Nice temperament to boot!
- Homo Black/Homo Polled

**TSZ Foreman 236E** BLACK/POLLED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MWW</th>
<th>MILK</th>
<th>API</th>
<th>TI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>122.45</td>
<td>63.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- RANK
- % EPD 20% 10% 15% 20% 15% 10% 50%

**PAUL LAQUA**

- $8,500
- Good bull sired by our senior herd sire Merrit out of a young Captain Morgan cow we selected from the FNL sale a few years back
- Nice profile to this guy with a lot of depth and rib
- Good structure and moves out well. Nice temperament to boot!
- Homo Black/Homo Polled

**TSZ Maverick 242E** BLACK/POLLED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>MCE</th>
<th>MWW</th>
<th>MILK</th>
<th>API</th>
<th>TI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>113.01</td>
<td>63.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- RANK
- % EPD 25% 20% 10% 5% 45% 10% 25% 50%
High performing, stylish Back in Black son with excellent hair and testicle development.

- Challengers dam 644Z is a high performing big footed Outlaw daughter who raised one of the high selling bulls in last year’s sale going to Dustin Hawkins.
- 2 daughters retained in herd.
- Homo Polled/Color Coat test pending.

One of the top bulls we have on offer.
- He’s good in every way and needs serious consideration.
- Dam was high selling bred heifer a few years ago at Kopps dispersal and is as consistent of a producer as any. Maybe her best yet.
- Brothers sold to Bircham Ranch of Piapot, SK and Anchor D Ranch, Oyen AB.
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending.

- $8,750
  - S Bar B Farms

- $9,250
  - Ron Arendt
$5,500
JANGULA FARMS

- Youngest bull in our offering but think he will make a good bull
- Lots of good hair, length and style
- Homo Polled/Homo Black

$7,250
ANCHOR D RANCH

- Another good moderate framed Columbo son with excellent hair, temperament and testicle growth
- Cow has been a solid contributor with sons selling to Dustin Hawkins
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

$3,750
DUSTIN HAWKINS

- Moderate framed, easy doing, with good hair and nice temperament
- His sire Presto has been used in the heifer pen for the last 3 seasons with great success
- Homo polled/Color Coat tests pending

- Youngest bull in our offering but think he will make a good bull
- Lots of good hair, length and style
- Homo Polled/Homo Black

- Another good moderate framed Columbo son with excellent hair, temperament and testicle growth
- Cow has been a solid contributor with sons selling to Dustin Hawkins
- Homo Polled/Color Coat tests pending

- Moderate framed, easy doing, with good hair and nice temperament
- His sire Presto has been used in the heifer pen for the last 3 seasons with great success
- Homo polled/Color Coat tests pending
Welcome to the 3rd Annual “Paint ‘em Black” Bull Sale. As always we are excited to be working with the Herter family again this year. We will be calving out 40 purebred cows that will start Feb 20th, as well as 180 commercial cows which will start calving March 20th. The bulls we are offering are moderate, deep, long, good haired, correct footed, and will go out and breed cows and still come home with some condition on them. These bulls are raised on mommas milk, no creep!

If you have any questions about the bulls please give us a call or come for a visit and view the bulls prior to the sale. If you are unable to make it please give Bohrson Marketing a call, they can help you out as well.

A special THANK YOU to all the buyers, bidders, family and friends that attended and supported our sale and program. WE APPRECIATE IT!!

ALL BULLS WILL BE POLL AND COLOR TESTED: RESULTS SALE DAY.

Jaret & Ricki-Lee Girodat

$3,500
DOUBLE H LAND
& CATTLE

- Cow Bull
- Big middle, round hip, good topped, free moving, docile, good footed bull
- This is are son’s first bull to sell, so we figured it would be fitting to have him at the start of are offering. Ty purchased Mustang Sally through FNL sale from Mader Ranches as an open. He bred her in the spring and showed her in his local 4H club to win Grand Champ heifer as well he took her and showed her at the Young Ranchmen’s.
- Cow Bull
- Long thick topped, moderate framed, good footed bull
- Maternal brother sold to Swan Lake Farms of Stoughton Sask in last years sale

$4,750
Vince Stevenson

TVF Tricky Dickie 71E BLACK/POLED
1226253 // TVF 71E // MAR 23, 2017 // BW-91 // WW-789

-$4,750

- Cow Bull
- Long spine, free moving, moderate framed, good footed bull
- Dam is moderate framed, docile, easy doing cow
- 1 maternal sister in herd, full brother sold to Craig Steinley

$3,250
7L7 Ranch

TVF Tornado 28E BLACK/POLED
1226251 // TVF 28E // MAR 18, 2017 // BW-102 // WW-784

-$3,250

- Cow Bull
- Bit bigger framed bull, long sided, free moving, docile bull
- Dam is a solid cow, good foot and udder
- 1 maternal sister in herd, 2 maternal brothers sold to Jeff Tucker, and Brad Christopherson

$4,750
Dale Weiss

TVF Hornet 91E BLACK/POLED

-$4,750

- Cow Bull
- Maternal brother sold to Swan Lake Farms of Stoughton Sask in last years sale
- Cow Bull
- Long deep bodied, moderate framed, docile bull
- Dam is moderate framed, good udder, Ranchhand daughter
- 1 maternal sister in herd, and a maternal brother to Crossroads

- Calving ease
- Long deep bodied, good hair, correct footed, free moving, thick topped, round hipped bull
- Dam is moderate framed, docile Kosmo daughter
- Maternal brother sold to Colin Smith

- Cow Bull
- Long, thick deep, good footed, free moving, good haired Moonshine son
- Dam is moderate framed, good udder, docile, Kosmo daughter
- Cow Bull
- Bigger framed, long, deep, thick, and proud Cobra son
- Dam is docile, long, deep, good udder, maternal sister to last years high selling bull to Allan Hansen

---

**$5,000 LITTLE VALLEY FARMS**

**TVF Snake Eye 122E BLACK/POLLED**

33

- CE
- BW
- WW
- YW
- MCE
- MWW
- MILK
- API
- TI

- BM
- REA

- RANK
- % EPD

- Calving Ease
- Free moving, Proud, nice headed, Cobra son
- Dam is docile, good udder, moderate framed, hard working
- Relentless daughter. Maternal brother to Lot TVF 28E

---

**$4,500 CASEY GORDON**

**TVF Phantom 117E BLACK/POLLED**

34

- CE
- BW
- WW
- YW
- MCE
- MWW
- MILK
- API
- TI

- BM
- REA

- RANK
- % EPD

- Calving Ease
- Moderate framed, thick, free moving, docile, good footed bull
- Dam is moderate framed, docile, knocks off birth weight
- Maternal sister in herd

---

**$3,750 7L7 RANCH**

**TVF Nitro 624E BLACK/POLLED**

35

- CE
- BW
- WW
- YW
- MCE
- MWW
- MILK
- API
- TI

- BM
- REA

- RANK
- % EPD

- Cow Bull
- Free moving, Proud, nice headed, Cobra son
- Dam is moderate framed, docile, knocks off birth weight
- Maternal sister to last years high selling bull to Allan Hansen

---
We operate a mixed farm near Kincaid, Saskatchewan. Our livestock operation consists of over 650 cow/calf pairs and breed more than 150 home raised heifers each year. We run Simmental/SimAngus bulls on our predominately Angus based herd. We have been purchasing bulls from the Herters for more than a decade and have seen substantial gains in weaning weights on our steer calves, and improved maternal strength on our young crossbred cows.

The cows are on a 50 day breeding program and the heifers are exposed for 30 days. We run a tight breeding protocol to ensure a short calving season and maintain high fertility within our herd. Cattle are on a full herd health program and we are very strict in our culling process. These heifers are taken right off the top of the keeper pen and will make some excellent cows.

Offering:
- 5 March/April born black Simmental x Angus females
- 5 March/April born black Simmental x Angus females

**LOT 36**

**10 BLACK SIMMENTAL X ANGUS HEIFERS**

Consigned by Dustin & Twila Hawkins :: 306-648-8081

We operate a mixed farm near Kincaid, Saskatchewan. Our livestock operation consists of over 650 cow/calf pairs and breed more than 150 home raised heifers each year. We run Simmental/SimAngus bulls on our predominately Angus based herd. We have been purchasing bulls from the Herters for more than a decade and have seen substantial gains in weaning weights on our steer calves, and improved maternal strength on our young crossbred cows.

The cows are on a 50 day breeding program and the heifers are exposed for 30 days. We run a tight breeding protocol to ensure a short calving season and maintain high fertility within our herd. Cattle are on a full herd health program and we are very strict in our culling process. These heifers are taken right off the top of the keeper pen and will make some excellent cows.

Offering:
- 5 March/April born black Simmental x Angus females
- 5 March/April born black Simmental x Angus females

**2017 BUYERS**

- Dustin Hawkins
- Anchor D Ranch Ltd
- Dale Wise
- Silver Sage Colony
- Double H Land & Cattle Ltd
- Paul Laqua
- Borderview Farms
- Matt Rumohr
- Little Valley Farms
- Fred Blaklay
- Don Wilk
- Alan Hansen
- Trevor Murphy
- D Bar S Ranch
- B 7 Farms
- Double H Land & Cattle
- Neil Babiak
- Coyote Coulee
- Bircham Ranch
- Swan Lake Farms
- Vance Edwards
- Packett Brothers
- Barry Olney
- Trevor Taplin
Thank You
TO OUR SPONSORS

Cowtown Livestock Exchange
306-662-2648
Regular sales every Tuesday

Millennium Genetics Ltd.
804 8th Street
Lethbridge, AB T1J 3G3

STAN SZWEDOWICZ
Area Sales Representative
Phone: (403) 329-0777 • Mobile (403) 329-9675
E-mail: stats@millennium-genetics.com
web: www.millenniumgenetics.com
Semen Sales • Semen Storage • Liquid Nitrogen • Supplies

Faydon Cattle Equipment
Donnie Keenlyside
Hazlet, SK.
(306) 774-8777